K 702

REFERENCE STUDIO HEADPHONE
RECORDING
BROADCAST
POST-PRODUCTION
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Flat-wire voice coils deliver unprecedented signal-tracking accuracy
2-layer Laminate Varimotion diaphragms deliver wide frequency
response with very low sonic coloration
3D-Form ear pads precisely aim the drivers into the ear canal to
deliver impressive sonic detail with incredible imaging
Soft, cushy velvet-covered ear pads remain comfortable during long
sessions. The ear pads are removable and washable
Premium-quality, genuine leather headband automatically conforms
to shape and size of listener’s head. Gimbal-suspended ear cups
ensure low pressure on listener’s ears
Detachable input cable with locking mini-XLR connector
Hand-built, carefully-tested and serialized in Vienna, Austria and
backed by a two-year warranty from AKG

AKG’s brings state-of-the-art headphone performance into the studio with the new K 702. Like the nowlegendary K 701, these headphones are the world’s first with flat-wire voice coils that enables better control of its
diaphragms for unparalleled signal-tracking accuracy. The K 702’s 2-layer Laminate Varimotion drivers selfdampen spurious resonances that could color and distort the sound, plus they deliver incredibly wide 10 —
39,800 Hz response so you can hear every note and musical nuance perfectly.
The K 702’s 3D-Form variable-thickness ear pads precisely aim the drivers into the ear canal for maximum sonic
detail and greatly-enhanced imaging so that you can truly hear everything in your mix. Thanks to AKG’s soft,
genuine leather headband and gimbal-suspended ear cups, the K 702 delivers automatically-adjusting, comfortable fit for any-sized head that is easy to wear even during long studio sessions.
The K 702 has a rugged stage blue finish that is designed to stand up to tough handling and constant use. The
K 702’s input cable has a locking mini-XLR connector so that it can be quickly removed for storage or servicing.
The cable is made from 99.99% oxygen-free copper wire to avoid signal loss or distortion.
The K 702 is hand-built by experienced craftspeople in AKG’s Vienna, Austria factory, carefully-tested, serialized
and backed by a two-year warranty.
Studio engineers will find the K 702 to be an indispensable tool to help them deliver the best audio for their
audience.

The K 702’s detachable cable features a
locking 3-pin mini-XLR connector. The cable is
easily removable for storage.

The K 702’s gorgeous
stage blue finish is
designed to take rough
studio use day-in and
day-out.
The K 702 is made from
premium materials that
deliver high performance
and long, useful life. Its
pristinely accurate sonic
reproduction will let the
listener clearly hear every
nuance of their mix that
other headphones hide.

The K 702’s thick velvet ear pads
comfortably yet gently encircle
your ears. The covers are easily
removable and completely
washable.

The proven AKG headband design takes the weight
of the headphone off your ears and puts it on top of
your head for greater listening comfort. The genuine
leather headband self-adjusts to any-sized head
automatically

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
System Type / Design:

Dynamic / Open-Back

Ear Cup Design:

Circumaural

Audio Bandwidth:

10 - 39,800 Hz

Sensitivity:

105 dB SPL / Volt

Max. Input Power:

200 mW

Rated Impedance:

62 ohms

Weight without cable:

235 grams / 8.3 oz

Cable:

3 m / 10 ft

Adapter Plug:

Gold-plated screw-on
1/8-inch to 1/4-inch

